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In this contribution we report new approaches to the MRI of
materials using continuously produced laser-polarized 129Xe gas.

his leads to vastly improved sensitivity and makes new kinds of
nformation available. The hyperpolarized xenon is produced in a
ontinuous flow system that conveniently delivers the xenon at low
artial pressure to probes for NMR and MRI experiments. We

llustrate applications to the study of micropore and other kinds of
oid space and show for the first time that with flowing hyperpo-
arized xenon it is possible to obtain chemical-shift-resolved im-
ges in a relatively short time. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: laser-polarized xenon; continuous flow; porous ma-
terials; chemical shift imaging.

INTRODUCTION

129Xe NMR of adsorbed xenon has proven to be a valu
tool for the study of microporous materials (1–3). The high
ensitivity of the chemical shift to the local environment ma

129Xe NMR a very useful method for testing different asp
of the structure and chemistry of porous solids (3). A firm
theoretical basis for the interpretation of the shift has been
by the work of Jamesonet al. (4).

Limited sensitivity has always been a problem in the ap
cation of129Xe to study materials. An increase in sensitivity
everal orders of magnitude can be achieved by using o
umping techniques for the production of hyperpolarized (
enon (5). This has been used to good advantage in the d

opment of HP xenon imaging for clinical applications, es
cially lung imaging (6). For materials applications, rece
advances include examples of HP Xe delivery into M
probes (7) and of a recirculating continuous flow system
offers prospects for the recording of Xe spectra of materia
a closed system (8–10).

There have been several attempts to image materials
hyperpolarized xenon. Most of these deal with fairly sim
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model systems, such as various arrangements of void s
assembled from materials with suitable relaxation prope
Only in two cases have materials with potentially useful p
erties been imaged: aerogel in one instance (11) and open-ce
foams in another (10). A serious problem that limits applic
tions of HP Xe imaging of materials to a narrow set of caref
selected systems is the nonrenewable character of the no
librium polarization. Many materials of interest possess p
magnetic centers that have a profound depolarizing e
Once the hyperpolarized gas is brought into contact with
material, all polarization may be lost in a very short time (o
in a matter of a few seconds) through the mechanism
spin–lattice relaxation. Mainly this is a limitation of expe
ments that use hyperpolarized gas produced in a batch m
With the use of a continuous flow apparatus this drawback
be made less important, as was recently demonstrate
employing a closed recirculating system (8–10).

A more serious barrier to imaging with hyperpolarized g
is the limited number of contrast variables. To date, for m
images produced with hyperpolarized gases the contrast
mainly from gas density. The development of better con
mechanisms will undoubtedly increase the usefulness o
technique and expand the scope for applications. R
progress in this direction include the use ofT*2 diffusion
contrast for HP gas in lungs (12) and chemical shift resolve
imaging of HP Xe in a rat’s brain (13).

Because of the high sensitivity of the129Xe chemical shift to
the local environment in voids, chemical shift imaging (CSI
129Xe promises to be an excellent tool for differentiating
tinct regions. This has been demonstrated recently with
mally polarized xenon in aerogels (14). However, the very low
sensitivity required extremely long data acquisition times
the order of some tens of hours) and necessitated the u
high Xe pressures. Such requirements are likely to limit
approach for general use.

In this Communication we show that with the use of o
cally polarized xenon produced in a continuous flow, the
imaging of various adsorbents can be performed with dr
cally reduced acquisition times. We report on the use
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simple flow system of general utility that produces HP X
low partial pressure and high polarization and that ca
integrated easily into existing probe technology. Workin
low pressure significantly facilitates experimental proced
and thus makes the technique generally accessible. The
enhancement is sufficiently large that adsorption process
zeolites and other porous materials can be monitored in
time. Also, by delivering a constant concentration of hype
larized xenon to the sample, the acquisition of chemical-s
resolved images can be achieved in a reasonable length o
The addition of chemical shift contrast dramatically broad
the scope for HP xenon applications to the studies of a va
of porous materials.

EXPERIMENTAL

Optical polarization of xenon was achieved with an app
tus similar to that described in Ref. (15), with the optica

umping cell in the fringe field of the spectrometer mag
he diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The syst
esigned to work with a gas mixture consisting of 1%
natural isotope distribution), 1% N2, 98% He (purchased fro

Air Products Co.). A standard oxygen purifier (Mathes
reduces oxygen and water impurities in the gas mixtur
acceptable levels. As a source of polarizing light we u
30-W diode laser from Opto-Power Co. After leaving
polarization cell, gas passes through a U-tube placed in a
bath to remove any entrained Rb. At the needle valve th
pressure is reduced from 10 bar to slightly above atmosp
and is delivered to the detection region via;4 m of 3-mm-ID

lastic tubing. The flow rate is monitored with an electro
ow meter (Vacuum General, Inc., Model No. US2-31) an
ept constant between 100 and 500 scc/min (scc/min2 flow
ate normalized to standard conditions2 1 atm and 293 K). A
typical flow rate of 200 scc/min it takes the gas about 9 s to
ove from the polarizer to a sample and nearly1

3 s to pas
through the sample region. The polarization level of129Xe in
he mixture is typically in the range from 5 to 6% as chec

FIG. 1. Diagram of the continuous flow system used for production o
laser beam (circularly polarized) is aligned with the direction of the frin
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by comparing the NMR signal intensity with those from se
standards of xenon–oxygen mixtures. One should note th
pressure reduction to near-atmospheric immediately afte
pumping cell significantly facilitates gas delivery to the de
tion region of the NMR instrument. This approach diff
significantly from previous designs (8–10), where a close
recirculating system was used at a pressure of 6–10 atm

CaA and NaY zeolites were commercial samples f
Union Carbide. Before use, both were calcined in air at 57
in order to remove adsorbed water. Porous Vycor tu
(6.8-mm OD, 4.4-mm ID) was purchased from Bioanalyt
Systems, Inc., and was calcined in oxygen at 773 K to rem
organic impurities. The average pore size for the Vycor wa
Å as determined by nitrogen porosimetry.

All NMR experiments were carried out on a Bruker DS
400 spectrometer (magnetic field 9.4 T,129Xe-resonance fre-
quency 110.7 MHz) equipped with Bruker microimaging
cessories. The water-cooled gradient system is capab
producing a maximum gradient of 1 T/m with a gradient
time of about 100ms. The probe used a 10-mm birdca
resonator.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pulse sequence used for the chemical shift ima
experiments is shown in Fig. 2 and consists of a single
tation pulse followed by a free precession delay during w
phase-encoding is applied (16, 17). In this experiment, tw
dimensions are spatial, and the third dimension is the che
shift. Slice selection was achieved by applying a gradienGz

during the frequency-selective excitation pulse, which is, h
ever, still sufficiently broadbanded to excite the full rang
the 129Xe chemical shifts. The advantages of the sequenc
its simplicity, suitability for shortT2, and, most importantly,
low sensitivity to the effects of flow compared to echo-ba
techniques.p/2 excitation pulses have been used in all
experiments to maximize the signal, thus using all of
polarization in the sample region. We found that at ro

tically polarized xenon. The polarization cell and laser are positioned su
eld of the superconducting magnet.
f op
ge fi
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temperature and for flow rates above 150 scc/min more
50% of the xenon polarization was replenished during
recycle delay compared to the original equilibrium polariza
without RF pulses. This steady-state polarization remains
stant during the entire experiment. One could instead inc
the recycle delay in order to replenish the polarization c
pletely, but this would lead to an undesirable increase in
experimental time.

Figure 3 shows a chemical shift image of HP xenon flow
through a phantom consisting of porous Vycor tubing fi
with NaY zeolite powder obtained at room temperature. T
certain extent this phantom models a small chemical react
porous Vycor tubes are often used as reactor material fo
oxidative coupling of methane (18). As well, xenon and meth
ane are very similar in size, and for this reason xenon is
considered a good model for studying adsorption and diffu
properties of CH4.

Vycor and NaY zeolite have very different pore systems
that adsorbed xenon has quite distinct chemical shifts in
materials. In the resulting image this is reflected in the sep
signals that arise from each region. All three volumes—xe
in the gas phase, in Vycor, and in NaY—have cleanly reso
images. It should be noted that the relaxation times of xen
both NaY and Vycor are relatively short compared to th
reported in previous applications. The129Xe T1 is only 1.2 s fo
NaY and 7 s for Vycor as measured at an equilibrium pres

FIG. 2. Pulse sequence used for chemical shift imaging. A freque
selective 256-ms Hermite pulse with an excitation band of about 16000 Hz

sed.Gz is a slice selection gradient andGx, and Gy are phase encodin
radients. In order to establish a steady-state level of polarization i
ample, between four and eight dummy scans are made before the be
f acquisition.

FIG. 3. HP 129Xe chemical shift images of a phantom (a) consisting of
nside an open 9-mm-ID and 2.5-cm-long glass tube. A 3D image with on
t the indicated chemical shifts (c). Dashed lines indicate the position of

scan is shown in (d). The CS image was acquired in a matrix of 403 40 3 1

x andGy reached 42 G/cm each. Two scans per each encoding step w
time was 30 min. The 4-mm-thick slice was approximately in the middle o

atrix was zero-filled to 1283 128 3 256. The 76-ppm chemical shift reg
nd that at 0.6 ppm to the interstitial xenon gas.
FIG. 4. HP 129Xe chemical shift image obtained from a 9-mm-ID glas
3D image with two spatial and one spectroscopic dimensions is show

spectrum is shown at the bottom (d). Experimental conditions were the sa
hift region corresponds to xenon adsorbed in CaA zeolite, the region
an
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of 1 atm in thermally polarized gas. It is clear that a s
relaxation time is not an obstacle in this instance, and
regions with different porosity can be spatially resolved
macroscopic samples.

Figure 3d shows a 1D spectrum for the sample desc
above. This spectrum was acquired in a single scan and
onstrates the great sensitivity of the HP129Xe NMR experi-
ment.

Measurements as a function of xenon loading are an im
tant part of studies of pore space in molecular sieves and
adsorbents. Combining this with CS-resolved imaging, one
identify not only the nature of the pores accessible to xe
but also where these pores are located. In experiments
adsorption of xenon from the flowing gas, the amoun
adsorbed xenon can be controlled by changing either the
perature of the experiment or the partial pressure of the x
in the flowing mixture. The latter parameter does not need
changed before the polarizer as it is easy to add some n
larized xenon into the stream after the polarization cell.
sensitivity of the experiment does not suffer, as almos
same number of polarized xenon atoms is delivered to
surface in either experiment.

Figure 4 demonstrates a situation where CaA and
zeolites are present together. The differences in the stru
size of the voids, and the nature of the charge-compens
cations are reflected in the different chemical shifts of xe
The spatial resolution of the CS images for the two-ze
regions is remarkable. It should also be pointed out that it i
necessary to have sharp physical boundaries to differe
regions of different porosity as in the above example:
experiment will work as long as xenon exchange betw
different regions remains slow on the NMR time scale. G
erally, fast exchange between different regions will resu
decreased spatial resolution.

Because CSI requires so many encoding steps it is
possible to execute this experiment using batch mode pr
tion of HP xenon. On the other hand, CS imaging is par
larly well suited to experiments with flowing HP xenon a
does not involve echo formation, thus circumventing the se
echo attenuation caused by flowing gas in the usual gra
echo techniques. To produce the CS images shown in F
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.8-mm porous Vycor tube packed with NaY zeolite powder (;250mm) and place
ectroscopic and two spatial dimensions is shown (b) together with the staken
walls of the glass tube. A 1D129Xe NMR spectrum of the phantom taken in a sin
oints and a square field of view of 20 mm. At the maximum, phase gra
made. The flow rate of the gas mixture was 200 scc/min and the total

e cylinder. The slice selection gradientGz was 34 G. During processing, the origi
corresponds to xenon adsorbed in porous Vycor, the region at 60 ppm

ube filled with pellets of CaA and NaY zeolites, as shown in the top dia
b) together with the sections taken at the indicated chemical shifts (c).129Xe
as for Fig. 3 except only one scan per encoding step was made. The 93cal
8 ppm to NaY, and that near 0.5 ppm to xenon in the interparticle spa
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and 4 required only 30 and 15 min, respectively. In fact,
total imaging time could be further reduced if the approa
described in Ref. (19) were used. Alternatively, one can
crease the resolution of the images at the expense of a l
acquisition time.

A further extension of the experiment would be CS imag
with encoding in all three spatial dimensions, thus requiring
addition of one additional phase encoding gradient and,
ously, the lengthening of the acquisition time. Neverthe
considering the simplicity of the experimental setup and
fact that not all systems require high spatial resolution,
experiment seems to be generally feasible and useful. An
possible application is the spectroscopy of localized region
this case a certain region in 3D space can be selected
frequency-selective pulses in the presence of gradients
spectroscopic information can be obtained from only the
lected region. The simplest combination would be to em
either frequency-selective pulses (20) or sandwiches of fre
quency-selective and -nonselective pulses (21) in combination
with three orthogonal slice-selective gradients resulting
cube-shaped volume. With the approaches outlined in Ref21)
his would be essentially a single-scan experiment, and
hanges in the selected region induced by adsorption
econd component or some chemical transformations cou
ollowed in real time.

Because it is so easy to work with the open flow sys
pplications of HP xenon as a tracer become possibl
rocesses such as the thermal modification of void spa
dsorption and diffusion of sorbents. Experiments of this
re underway in our laboratory.
In conclusion, we have reported the first instance of ch

cal shift imaging of materials with hyperpolarized xenon.
ave shown that using HP xenon flow one can produce e

ent CS images of various adsorbents in practical, useful t
he method can be applied to materials with relatively s
elaxation times and it is expected to be particularly usef
he characterization of complex, multicomponent porous
erials. Moreover, the integration of this relatively straight
ard continuous flow system into existing probe techno
uts such techniques within easy reach of the wider N
ommunity.
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